THE RACE INEQUALITY AND POLICY INITIATIVE PRESENTS

HOUSING LOSS AND DISCRIMINATION: THE IMPACT OF EVICTIONS ON COMMUNITIES OF COLOR
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Submit questions prior to the event here.

Dr. Brittany Battle, Assistant Professor, WFU Sociology
"There Was Not a Moratorium Here: The Realities of the Eviction Crisis During COVID 19"

Dr. Dan Rose, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Winston Salem State, "Swiss Cheese Moratoria: The Failures of Federal, State, and Local Eviction Protections During the Pandemic"

Dr. Toussaint Losier, Assistant Professor, Afro-American Studies, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, "To Tell the Whole Wide World This is People's Territory: Human Rights and Housing Decommodification in the Praxis of the Chicago Anti-Eviction Campaign"

Dr. Sherri Lawson Clark, Associate Professor, WFU Anthropology, Rubin Professor and Director of American Ethnic Studies and RIPI Steering Committee member will moderate the discussion.